
 Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will launch a Single Security, Uniform Mortgage-Backed Security (UMBS) in 2019. 

 Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA) recently approved changes to enable trading of UMBS. 

 Beginning May 7th, 2019 exchange of eligible Freddie Mac securities is possible but not mandatory. 

 Exchanged pools will receive a different CUSIP, Pool Number, and Issue Date. 

 For depositories (and perhaps others), exchange may be complicated by Delivery-versus-Payment (DvP) requirements. 

 Float compensation based on exchangeable PCs characteristics. As a whole, 2.5bps ($781.25/$1mm par) is a good estimate. 

 SEC considers exchange a minor modification for accounting purposes, float compensation considered a basis adjustment. 

 IRS deems the exchange non-taxable but is still silent on the taxability of the float compensation payment. 

 

 

Beginning June 3, 2019, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will issue a new, common, 

Uniform Mortgage-Backed Security (UMBS) in place of their current, separate, TBA-

eligible mortgage-backed securities. Also, just like Fannie Mae Megas and Freddie 

Mac Giants, there will be “Supers”, to allow for resecuritizations (a pool of pools). 

Investors need to be aware of this future change and also consider what it means 

for current Fannie Mae (MBS) and Freddie Mac (PC) holdings. For most investors, 

we believe this will largely be a non-event as no action is required on their current 

holdings, nor does it change anything about the underlying collateral, structure or 

cash flows of current securities. Most of the work is technical in nature of which the 

brunt falls on the Enterprises, data providers, pricing vendors, and broker-dealers.  

 

 

Background 

On September 6, 2008, the Federal Housing Finance Authority (FHFA) placed both Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac into 

conservatorship. FHFA’s first order of business was stabilizing the two Enterprises and ensuring their ongoing support of 

mortgage and housing markets. After both Enterprises returned to profitability, FHFA began to focus on longer-term plans to 

strengthen mortgage markets. One of these plans was to develop a Common Securitization Platform (CSP) for use by both 

Enterprises and a Single Security Initiative (SSI) to develop a Uniform Mortgage Backed Security (UMBS).  

 

Why is the FHFA Moving in this Direction? 
We attended the Freddie Mac / Fannie Mae Single Security Conference on May 14, 2018. Speakers included Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac executives along with FHFA and Treasury representatives. The consistent message was to foster increased liquidity 

to the benefit of the housing market. Unspoken, but worth mentioning, this should represent a cost savings. In the same vein, a 

stated goal of FHFA conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is to “build a new single-family securitization infrastructure 

for use by the Enterprises and adaptable for use by other participants in the secondary market in the future”  (emphasis added). 

If it was ever decided to add other enterprises or, more likely, some type of private capital insurance wrapped securities, the CSP 

could play an important role in facilitating this.  
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Update: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Single Security Initiative 

Introduction to UMBS 
The new UMBS will still be issued and guaranteed by either Fannie Mae or 

Freddie Mac and backed by 10-, 15-, 20-, and 30-year single-family 

mortgage loans. Remember, the goal is to create a common TBA-Eligible 

security. To accomplish this, UMBS will largely follow current Fannie Mae 

conventions. For many investors in Fannie Mae MBS and Freddie Mac PCs, 

the most notable difference is the payment delay. Fannie Mae MBS pay on 

the 25th (a 55-day delay) and Freddie Mac “Gold” PCs pay on the 15th (a 45

-day delay). Following current Fannie Mae convention, all newly issued 

UMBS will have a 55 day delay and pay on the 25th day of the month.  

 

 

 

Introduction to Supers 

Supers will be the Single Security equivalent of current Fannie Mae Megas and Freddie 

Mac Giants. If you are not familiar with Megas and Giants, they are a re-securitization 

and represent a “pool of pools”. They are commonly used to consolidate similar, often 

relatively small pieces, of a MBS/PC, into a single larger position. While UMBS do not 

currently allow for co-mingling of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in the same pool, Supers 

are expected to accommodate similar collateral issued by either Fannie Mae or Freddie 

Mac. This could provide investors a new opportunity to consolidate line items further 

into larger pools. When underlying pools in a Super are mixed, one Enterprise will 

guarantee the Super.  

 

 

Non-TBA Eligible MBS 

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac will continue to separately issue and guarantee non-TBA 

eligible MBS. Examples would include pools backed by Jumbo, High LTV, Reinstated, or 

Relocation loans. All newly issued Freddie Mac securities after the June 2019 go-live date, regardless of TBA eligibility, will have a 

55-day payment delay. Freddie Mac will also allow for the exchange of a Freddie Mac 45-Day Non-TBA eligible MBS to 55-Day 

Freddie Mac Non-TBA eligible MBS. More on the exchange process below and in the FAQs.  

 

Exchange Process and Mirror Securities 

Only Freddie Mac non-ARM, 45-day PCs and Giants (also 

referred to as Gold PCs and Gold Giant PCs) are eligible for 

exchange. Fannie Mae 55-day MBS are not eligible for 

exchange since they will be considered “Single Securities” on 

Day 1. The exchange process is completely voluntary, and can 

be facilitated by participating dealers (like Vining Sparks) in 

the Freddie Mac Giant Dealer Group. An investor will tender 

an eligible Freddie Mac security and receive a 55-day mirror 

security along with the extra 10-days delay compensation 

payment. In essence, a mirror security is simply a 55-day 

“shell” that looks through to the original loans. 
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Update: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Single Security Initiative 

Accounting and Tax Implications of an Exchange 

The SEC does not object to treating an exchange as a minor modification (see confirmation letter and companion document). 

This would entitle the holder to simply carry over the basis on their 45-day security and treat the “10-Days’ Delay Compensation 

Payment” as an adjustment to that basis. As a result, the exchange would not be considered a sale and no gain/loss occurs. The 

tax implications have become more clear as the IRS announced the exchange of a security will not be a taxable event. However, 

they did not opine on the taxability of the float compensation payments. As it currently stands, Freddie Mac does not intend to 

report the float compensation payment as income but rather treat it as a tax-free adjustment to the basis of a security. 

 

 

What Will Vining Sparks do? 

As the June 2019 go-live date approaches and as more information becomes available we will: 

 Provide tax and accounting treatment updates as it evolves 

 Continue to evaluate pricing grids 

 Client Access website will reflect updates to infrastructure and analytics 

 Update the Performance Profile to accommodate UMBS, Supers, and Mirror Securities 

 

 

FAQs and Additional Links can be found on following pages. 

 
 
Kevin A. Smith, CFA 
SVP, Director Investment Product Strategies 
ksmith@viningsparks.com 
 
 
 
 

http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/Fannie_Mae_Confirming_Letter_to_SEC_Regarding_Accounting_Treatment_for_Gold_PC_Exchanges_and_Companion_Document.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/rr-18-24.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/float_compensation.pdf
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Update: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Single Security Initiative 

Frequently Asked Questions and Additional Links 
 

Am I required to do anything? 

No action is required on your part. The exchange process can only be initiated by an investor and is entirely voluntary. 

 

Does it impact my current Fannie Mae MBS and Mega holdings? 

No, the securities already had a 55-day payment delay and will continue to have one. They are not eligible for exchange since 

they will be considered “Single Securities” on Day 1. 

 

Does it change my current Freddie Mac PC (MBS) and Giant holdings? 

No, not unless you voluntarily elect to exchange it for a 55-Day Mirror Security. Then, the only changes of consequence are the 

assignation of a new CUSIP and the payment day moving from the 15th to the 25th of the month. 

 

What bonds are exchange eligible? 

Freddie Mac Gold 45-Day TBA Eligible PCs and Giants: Can be exchanged for a 55-Day UMBS or Supers respectively 

Freddie Mac Gold 45-Day Non-TBA Eligible PCs: Can be converted to a 55-Day Freddie Mac MBS 

 

What is the benefit of exchanging a Freddie Mac PC/Giant to a UMBS/Super? 

This remains unclear to us and likely depends on the type of investor. Buy-and-Hold investors, for instance, probably have the 

least incentive to exchange their securities. First, you have to believe this initiative will create a materially more liquid market 

and, most importantly, that any potential realization of greater liquidity is worth the exchange process. For more active portfolio 

managers, they need to consider whether or not the UMBS structure will create better execution for their investment strategy. 

 

How will the exchange process work? 

Final details are still in process. As currently designed, it will involve an investor utilizing a member of the Freddie Mac Giant 

Dealer Group, like Vining Sparks, to conduct an exchange on behalf of the investor. There is also a path for TradeWeb users. The 

investor will tender the security and receive a 55-day mirror security along with the extra 10-days delay compensation payment. 

For investors who have the security pledged, we believe it would require temporarily un-pledging the security and re-pledging 

the mirror security once received. 

 

How long will the exchange take? 

In theory, if done early enough in the day, it could happen same day. There is no guarantee or assurance this will be the case 

though. Early indications are the process will take 1-2 business days. 

 

Is there a fee to exchange my securities? 

Freddie Mac will not charge a fee to exchange securities. 

 

As part of the exchange process, will I be compensated for exchanging a 45-to a 55-day delay security? 

Yes, along with receiving back a mirror security, investors will also receive a “10-Days’ Delay Compensation Payment”. Freddie 

Mac has started to publish these. The grid contains a payment for every term and coupon combination along with certain payup 

and paydowns for other characteristics. We do not expect these payments alone to be a meaningful reason to exchange a 

security. Looking at the most current grid, a good overall estimate is 2.5bps which translates to $781.25 per $1,000,000 par 

exchanged. 
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Update: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac Single Security Initiative 

What type of pricing impact should investors expect? 

We attended a Pricing Update panel consisting of Thomson Reuters, ICE, and Bloomberg (all vendors Vining Sparks uses). They 

are all still largely working through their internal processes. However, two common points emerged to us. First is that, of course, 

they want to see how the new securities actually trade. Secondly, they want to see the delay compensation payment grid. 

Freddie Mac has indicated they will start publishing the grid by year end. It stands to reason that there would at least be a price 

difference between a Freddie Mac 45-Day and its corresponding 55-Day mirror security to accommodate for the 10-Day delay 

compensation payment. Other than that, it is really up to the market to determine what, if any, liquidity premium will exist.  

 

What do you think the exchange volume will look like? 

We were in attendance at the Freddie Mac / Fannie Mae Single Security Conference on May 14th, 2018. First, a statistic floated 

by one of the presenters was that the Federal Reserve owns 40% (yes, you read that right) of the exchange eligible collateral. 

What the Federal Reserve decides to do, it would seem to us, matters greatly from a signaling perspective. Furthermore, as part 

of a panel discussion, the audience was polled to gauge exchange plans or their perception of them. 37% of respondents 

indicated they would never expect to make an exchange or only prior to selling make an exchange, only 19% indicated an 

immediate exchange, about 42% expected within 3-6 months, and roughly 2% indicated longer than 6 months.  

 

 

Additional Links (Current as of 3/12/2019) 

 FHFA Video: Preparing for the Single Security 

 Single Security Initiative/CSP Timeline 

 Single Security Initiative Market Adoption Playbook 

 Single Security: What Does It Mean for Freddie Mac Seller/Servicers 

 Freddie Mac Set to Issue Uniform Mortgage-Backed Security 

 Freddie Mac Gold PC Exchange Information 

 Draft Freddie Mac UMBS Offering Circular 

 Draft Freddie Mac Mirror Certificate Offering Circular 

 Freddie Mac Float Compensation Calculator | Userguide 

 

https://www.fhfa.gov/Videos/Pages/Preparing-for-the-Single-Security.aspx
https://www.fhfa.gov/PolicyProgramsResearch/Policy/Documents/SSI-CSP-timeline.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/Single_Security_Initiative_Market_Adoption_Playbook.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/singlefamily/pdf/Summary_of_Seller_Servicer_impacts_Single_Security.pdf
https://freddiemac.gcs-web.com/news-releases/news-release-details/freddie-mac-set-issue-uniform-mortgage-backed-security
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/exchange/
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/prelim_mirror_cert.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/prelim_mirror_cert.pdf
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/floatcompcalc.xlsm
http://www.freddiemac.com/mbs/docs/floatcompcalcguide.pdf

